February 18, 2020

Precautionary Changes

Good afternoon OCSI families,

The Coronavirus situation appears to be escalating here in Okinawa and we want to make sure we are keeping our community's health and safety as our priority. We are planning to take the following precautionary measures to limit our exposure; these measures are in line with what other international schools in Japan are also doing.

• Open House (2/24) for prospective parents has been canceled.

• Far East Tournament team leaves tomorrow; they will go as planned, however, must wash hands frequently and wear a mask during travel.

• High School learning trip (2/28) has been canceled; regular classes for all.

• Grade 5 learning trip (3/6) to the Salt factory and Katsuren castle has been canceled; regular classes.

• Mommy & Me classes (each Friday) have been canceled.

• Culture Fair International Luncheon has been canceled; students will need to eat regular school lunch that day.

• Service Week has been canceled; regular classes for all

• Ie Jima Mission trip (during Service Week) has been canceled.

Thank you for your continued cooperation, understanding, and prayers in this situation.